
Hello, I’m João  and I am 17. I study and live in Lisbon with my parents , 

my sister and my dog. At home we Get along very well. We have dinner 

every day all together and we talk about our day, it’s like family time.   

Ever since I remember I’ve loved sports, especially soccer. With the 

passing of the time I have become a big fan of a Portuguese soccer team 

“Sport Lisboa e Benfica”. Besides soccer , I like to be with my family , to 

be with my friends, listen music , go to the beach, ride my bike and walk 

my dog. 

I consider myself sociable, a good friend  athletic, polite and persistent. 

On the contrary sometimes I’m a bit lazy.  

When I’m with my family, we usually take the dog to the beach or we 

going to see a movie on the cinema. Sometimes we went to countryside to 

our farm and we take care of the animals , we help people to treat the 

vineyard and I walk though the hills with my dog. 

With my friend we go to the parks in Lisbon, we go to the malls and we 

arrange soccer or rugby matches. In the summer usually when we don’t 

have to study after classes we take the train and we go to the beach witch 

I particularly enjoy. Luckily I never had problems making friend and I have 

some in many different places in Portugal. One of my best friend, Pedro, 

its from a little town Mora and we are friends since I was 4 years old. His 

father worked in our farms and some times he took Pedro to help. He is 3 

years older than me and we learn how to ride bikes , play soccer and a lot 

of other stuff together. When I started to play soccer in a league, I had to 

stop visited him, because I had games every Sunday, but of course when 

I’m on vacations I go there whenever I can.  



After school and when I finish my homework I always walk the dog for one 

hour and a half. Normally that helps me forget about school and my 

problems. I consider that hour my time to think about everything. That is 

very important for me and for my dog too because he is my responsibility. 

He is 6 mouth old and his name is Elky and I’m shore that never in my life 

I’m going to have such a really good friend. He will be there for everything 

and I will try to do the same for him. 

I’m studding economics and I want to go to collage and follow 

management .My objective in life is to be independent , happy and 

successful to one day have my one family. 

 

I hope I get along very well and to heard from you soon !! 

 

João  

 


